Graph theory is applied in this paper to optimization design of test point set in circuit board fault diagnosis. The optimal detection node set of a circuit board can be established by a improved node matrix. The improved node matrix can also regenerate topology network graph of a circuit, which reflects the relationship among every node and the working status of all components in the circuit.
Introduction
For restriction of limited nodes which can be reached, the fault information for diagnosis is not sufficient and the fault position can not be determined precisely. Selection of test points is directly related to how much fault information can be obtained, diagnosis precision and efficiency. The optimal fault detection point defined in reference [1] includes most information of fault source. reference [1] also considers that test point set should cover fault source information as far as possible. Principle of optimized method for test point is expanded in this paper.
Topology structure model of circuit
Topology structure of a network can be described by a graph, or a matrix. Let a electrical network composed of l branching-offs and n nodes, as shown in figure 1. All branching-offs and nodes are numbered arbitrarily. Therefore the association properties between branching-offs and nodes can be expressed by a b n  order matrix (
, if k -th branching-off is dependent on j -th node, and k -th branching-off departs from j -th node;
, if k -th branching-off is dependent on j -th node, and k -th branching-off directs towards j -th node；
, if k -th branching-off is independent on j -th node. order association matrix can determine a directed graph which is composed of l branching-offs and n nodes.
Improved node matrix model
Rows and columns of adjacent node matrix G defined in reference [1] rank identically. If two nodes are connected, the corresponding element of matrix is 1. Otherwise, the corresponding element is 0. Topology structure of an electrical network can be described by this way, but whether branch has element or not can not be determined. The improved node matrix is shown as follow. 
Let the different element between equation (8) and (9) is '0'. The fewer elements '0', the more node set V covers branches.
The more elements '1' in equation (9), the less repetition degree of branch associated with nodes in set V .
The smaller the variance
, the more average the number of branching-off associated with a node.
Essence of the algorithm
Typical combinational optimization problems are set-covering, enchasement, binning and travelling salesman problem(TSP).
The set-covering problem can be described as following example.
c=   
Its solution is x=[1,0,1,0,1,0] and cost is 29. Truck dispatch, resource distribution and location of equipment are also set covering problem.
Conclusion
Principles of building test set condition each other. A set does not exist meeting all condition. Stressing one principle does not accord with engineering practice. Neglecting branching-off coverage won't detect fault on circuit board. Neglecting repetition degree of branching-off associated with nodes will reduce precision of fault location. Too many branching-off associated with a node will damage status resolution of different branching-off. Few nodes will gather many faults on one node. With the electrical network spreading, too many nodes will make processing difficult and consume much resource. Node number relates to specific demand. You can set more nodes in production line and less node in detection. Optimal test set is realized by constructing adaptation degree function and each restriction condition.
Promoted node matrix can discover abnormality in circuit, reflect faulty status of electrical network, and is convenient for program.
